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SUMMARY
Rotor blade aerodynamic damping is experimentally determined in a three-
stage transonic axial-flow compressor having design aerodynamic performance
goals of 4.5:1 pressure ratio and 65.5 Ibm/sec weight flow. The combined damp-
ing associated with each mode is determined by a least squares fit of a single
degree of freedom system transfer function to the nonsynchronous portion of
, the rotor blade strain gage output power spectra. The combined damping con-
sists of the aerodynamic damping and the structural and mechanical damping.
The aerodynamic damping varies linearly with the inlet total pressure for a
given corrected speed, weight flow and pressure ratio while the structural and
mechanical damping is assumed to remain constant. The combined damping is
determined at three inlet total pressure levels to obtain the aerodynamic
damping. The third-stage rotor blade aerodynamic damping is presented and dis-
cussed for the design equivalent speed with the stator blades reset for maximum
efficiency. The compressor overall performance and experimental Campbell dia-
grams for the third-stage rotor blade row are also presented.
INTRODUCTION
Successful turbomachinery design requires meeting aeromechanical as well
as aerodynamic performance goals. Flutter and forced response vibrations can
exceed blade fatigue strengths and significantly reduce useful blade life. The
prediction of flutter and forced response behavior requires knowledge of both
the blade structural response and unsteady aerodynamic loading. Structural
dynamics analyses (ref. I) used to predict turbomachinery blading structural
response provide useful frequency and mode shape predictions as well as the
static stress levels. Current first principles unsteady aerodynamic analysis
(ref. 2) allow the prediction of certain flutter modes. However, at present
the amplitude of the forced response can not be predicted using unsteady aero-
dynamic analysis alone.
Typically forced response vibrations are predicted with a Campbell diagram
•- which identifies the intersections of blade natural frequencies and engine
order excitations. Figure 1 shows the Campbell diagram for the third-stage
compressor rotor blade examined in the present investigation. Shown on the
" diagram are the predicted first bending, first torsion, and second bending
modes of the compressor blade vibration for the range of compressor operating
speeds. The diagram identifies the speed at which each blade mode coincides
with engine order excitations, but does not give information about vibration
levels. As can be seen in the Campbell diagram it is not usually possible to
avoid all resonances in the operating range of a turbomachine. With multiple
blade rows this situation is worse. The blade designer must avoid severe
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resonances using mostly past experience and extensive testing of flight
hardware.
At the resonances identified on the Campbell diagram, forced vibration
amplitudes depend only upon the excitation and damping levels (ref. 3). Many
excitations exist in multiple blade row turbomachines. Inlet distortion, wakes
from upstream blade rows, potential interactions with downstream blade rows,
surge, rotating sta11, blade tip rubs and shaft unbalance are all potential
sources of blade excitation. Nith appropriate aerodynamic and mechanical
design, the effects of surge, rotating stall and blade tip rubs can be elimi-
nated during normal turbomachine operation while the effects of shaft unbalance
can be minimized. Some inlet distortion, wakes, and potential interactions
will always exist during normaloperation. "
Turbomachineryblades typicallyhave very little structural,mechanical,
and other forms of nonaerodynamic damping (ref. 4). The motion of a vibrating _:
airfoil in a moving air stream is accompanied by an unsteady lift and moment
that can either damp or amplify the airfoil vibration depending upon the
aerodynamic conditions. The effect of this motion dependent aerodynamics is
referred to as the aerodynamic damping (refs. 5 and 6). Since the aerodynamic
damping can be greater than all other forms of damping in turbomachinery blades
its quantification is very important.
The unsteady aerodynamic theory associated with turbomachinery blade
vibration has been developed primarily to circumvent flutter. Reference 7
provides an outline of the development of unsteady aerodynamic theory and out-
lines the theory. In linearized unsteady aerodynamic theory forced response is
obtained from separate estimates of damping and exciting forces. The exciting
or gust force is the unsteady pressure load due to passage of a gust past a
rigid airfoil. The aerodynamic damping results from the motion of the airfoil
in response to the unsteady gust force. The linearized unsteady aerodynamic
theories used to predict flutter may also be used to predict the aerodynamic
damping in the forced response problem. With the quantification of the
unsteady forces and moments exciting the blade vibrations, the forced response
problem can be solved for linear theory.
A survey of measurements and measurement techniques in flutter and forced
response research is also presented in reference 7. The important tradeoffs
between experiments in cascades and low speed rotating rigs that yield detailed
data for model verification and experiments in high speed rotating rigs with
realistic environments is noted. Despite the difficulty of obtaining detailed
data in the high speed rotating rigs it is necessary to evaluate the unsteady
aerodynamic models in realistic high speed environments.
Measurement of the aerodynamic damping in a high speed turbomachine appears
in the literature. The aerodynamic damplng in a high speed rotating fan was
measured by Crawley (ref. 8). A flow disturbance was created upstream of the
fan. Nhen the disturbance was suddenly removed a modal analysis of the fan
response yielded the aerodynamic damping.
In the present investigation the rotor blade aerodynamic damping is deter-
mined in a three-stage transonic axial-flow compressor. The damping is deter-
mined with conventional strain gages. The total damping associated with the
first bending and first torsion modes is determined from rotor blade strain
gage broadband power spectra. A single degree of freedom (SDOF) transfer func-
tion is fit to each mode of interest. By repeating the measurements at three
inlet total pressures and assuming only the aerodynamic damping varies with
in]et pressure the aerodynamic damping is determined. The aerodynamic damping
is presented for the design equivalent speed with the compressor variable geom-
etry reset to the maximumefficiency position. The compressor overall perform-
ance and experimenta] Campbell diagrams for the third stage are also presented.
The determination of the aerodynamic damping for the condition presented
here and at 70, 80, and 90 percent design equivalent speeds with the variable
: geometryat its design position is presentedin reference9. A more detailed
coverageof the data reductionproceduresand a simplifiedmodel of the aero-
dynamicdampingalso appears in reference9.
SYMBOLLIST
Fd damping force, Ibf
Fda aerodynamic damping force, Ibf
Fds structural and mechanical damping force, Ibf
f frequency, Hz
fn natural frequency, Hz
Gxx excitation autospectral density function (one sided), Ibf2/Hz
Gyy response autospectral density function (one sided), psi2/Hz
H frequency response function, psi/Ibf
k spring constant (expressed as force per unit stress), Ibf/psi
N percent of design speed of 16 042 rpm
P stagnation pressure, psia
T stagnation temperature, °R
w compressor mass flow, ]bm/sec
y ratio of specific heats
- G ratio of compressorinlet stagnationpressureto standardpressureof
14.7 psia
C combineddampingratio
Ca aerodynamicdamping ratio
_s structuraland mechanicaldampingratio
y-l
_Pex/Pin) Y -I
nad adiabatic efficiency, T
ex_1
Tin
0 ratio of compressor inlet stagnation pressure to standard temperature of
518.7 °R
APPARATUSAND PROCEDURE
Research Compressor
A three-stagetransonicaxial flow compressorwas experimentallystudied
in the NASA Lewis ResearchCenter MultistageCompressorTest Facility. The
compressoris the first three stagesof a five-stagecore compressordesign,
designated74B. The low aspect ratio compressoris typicalof the front stages
of an advancedaircraftengine core compressor. The design point aerodynamic
performancegoals for the first three stagesare 65.5 Ibm/secmass flow, 4.5:1
total pressureratio, and 1.4 inlet relativeMath number at rotor one leading
edge tip. Blade design loss values were estimatedhigh to favor off design
performanceand stage matching. This resulted in a low design efficiencyof
80 percent. The compressorinlet guide vane and three stator blade rows are
equippedwith remotelycontrollablevariablegeometry. The aerodynamicdesign
of compressor74B parallelsthat of compressor74A which is discussed in refer-
ence lO. The Ti-6AI-4Vthlrd-stagerotor blade is sketchedin figure 2. The
rotor blade base is insertedinto a slot machined into the rotor wheel.
CompressorTest Facility
The NASALewis Multistage Compressor Test Facility is described in detail
in reference 11. A schematic diagram of the facility is shown in figure 3.
Briefly, atmospheric air enters the test facility through a filtered inlet
located on the roof of the building and flows through a flow measuring ori-
fice, and then through two inlet butterfly throttle valves which control the
pressure in the inlet plenum tank. The air then passes through the test com-
pressor and into the collector to be dumped to either the atmosphere or to an
altitude exhaust system. Mass flow is controlled with a sleeve valve located
approximately one compressor length downstream of the compressor. With the .-
altitude exhaust system operating during this series of experiments the sleeve
valve remains choked. The compressor is driven with a 15 000 hp synchronous
electricmotor througha 5.21:I speed increasinggearbox. ..
Instrumentation
The mass flow is determined with a standard ASMEsharp-edge thin-plate
orifice with l-diameter and I/2-diameter taps. The compressor inlet total
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pressure is assumed equal to the measured plenum static pressure. The com-
pressor inlet total temperature is assumed equal to the measured plenum total
temperature. Compressor exit conditions are measured with four rakes located
approximately 90° apart 2.5 in. downstream of the third stage stator trailing
edge. Each rake has five total-pressure-total-temperature elements located at
I0, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent of the annulus span. Static pressures at each
rake element are linearly interpolated from measured inner and outer wall
static pressures in the constant diameter section of the annulus. The rake
measuring station is shown in figure 4. At the design equivalent speed at the
maximumefficiency stator schedule, performance was measured with two of four
: rakes in place. The compressor rpm is determined with an electronic speed
counter and magnetic pickup located above a 96 tooth gear on the drive motor
shaft.
Four blades of each of the three rotor and stator blade rows are instru-
mented with two 350 _ strain gages. The gages with approximately 0.0625 in.
square active elements are located at or near the predicted position of maxi-
mumstrain in the first bending and first torsion modes of the airfoils.
Rotor blade strain gage signals are obtained from the rotating environment
with a rotating data package described in reference 12. Power is delivered to
the rotating data package and data is obtained from it with a rotating trans-
former. A switching circuit provides the output from a single gage at any
time. The strain gage signals can be accessed in a sequential scanning pattern
or a single gage can be monitored.
A proximity probe located to measure the orbit of the shaft connecting the
compressor and gearbox provides the compressor one per rev frequency for sig-
nal analysis. Rotor strain gage signals and the one per revolution signal are
recorded on FM tape for post processing. The data are post processed with a
digital signal analysis system.
The estimated errors of the data based upon inherent inaccuracies of the
instrumentation and recording system are as follows:
Mass flow, Ibm/sec ....... ±0.7
Temperature, °R .......... ±I
Inlet total pressure, psi ±0.2
Outlet total pressure, psi ±0.6
Outlet static pressure, psi ±0.6
Rotative speed, rpm ...... ±30
Rotor blade strain, percent .... ±5
The aerodynamic measurements errors are taken from reference I0 for a similar
- test. The strain error is taken from reference 12.
" Test Procedure
The compressor overall aerodynamic performance is obtained by operating the
compressor at constant equivalent speed and decreasing the mass flow with the
downstream throttle. Data are recorded at successive throttle positions from
the maximumflow to stalled flow. Stalled flow is identified by increases in
stress levels, exit temperature and decreases in pressure ratio, weight flow,
and efficiency.
The compressor variable geometry is reset at each speed to obtain maximum
efficiency. The compressor is operated at the maximumefficiency throttle
position with the design stator settings at each speed. The inlet guide vanes
are then reset searching for the maximumefficiency position. Next with the
IGVs in their maximumefficiency position the first stage stator vanes are
reset searching for the maximumefficiency. Then with the IGVs and stator one
in their maximumefficiency positions the second stage stator is reset search-
ing for the maximumefficiency position. The procedure is then repeated for
the third stage stator with the upstream blade rows at their maximumefficiency
positions. Following resetting the third stage stator, the inlet guide vane
is reset again searching for the maximumefficiency. This completes the proce-
dure, no attempt is made to reset any of the downstream stators again.
Rotor blade strain gage data are obtained by recording the strain gage data
at successive throttle positions along a constant equivalent speed line as for
the overall aerodynamic performance data. Strain gage data for Campbell dia-
grams is recorded with the rotating data system scanning at 1.6 sec/gage. The
data recorded to identify the damping is recorded for 6 min with the data sys-
tem fixed on one gage. This is repeated for each gage. Nhen obtaining strain
gage data the aerodynamic performance is also obtained.
Overall Performance Data Reduction
The compressor overall aerodynamic performance is determined from the
compressor inlet and exit conditions. The compressor speed and mass flow are
corrected to standard day based upon compressor inlet total temperature and
pressure. The total pressure ratio is determined from the mass averaged exit
rake total pressure and the inlet total pressure. The adiabatic efficiency is
determined assuming constant specific heats. The mass averaged isentropic
temperature rise, or energy averaged total pressure ratio, is determined using
the average of the specific heat ratio at the compressor inlet and exit. The
compressor total temperature ratio is determined from the mass averaged exit
total temperature and the inlet total temperature. Exit total temperatures
are corrected for recovery variation with Mach number.
Strain Gage Data Reduction
The measured dynamic strain is proportional to the dynamic strain gage
resistance changes and inversely proportional to the data system gain. The
data system gain is determined prior to testing. The gain is essentially con-
stant over the range of frequencies including the first bending modes of each "
of the three rotor blade rows. Using an average gain the strain is directly
proportional to the data system output voltage. The rotor blade dynamic stress
is calculated from the measured strain using Hooke's law and assuming the "
strain gage is aligned with the maximumdynamic strain.
Campbell diagrams are constructed by plotting the rotor blade response
frequency against the compressor rpm. The blade response frequency is taken
from the peaks in the strain gauge output power spectra. The compressor rpm
is obtained from peaks in the power spectra of the one per rev signal. The
data is filtered at 5000 Hz and digitized at 12 800 samples/sec to avoid alias-
ing. The power spectra (ref. 13) are determlned from a single squared fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of 8192 data samples and have a frequency resolution
of 1.56 Hz. During initial testing a twice per rev with high harmonic content
was recorded instead of the once per rev. In this case the rpm is determined
from the higher harmonics resulting in a greater resolution in determining the
mechanical speed.
Alternating stress levels in each mode are determined from the peak posi-
• tive and negative stresses in 512 sample time traces which are digitized at
the same rates as above. The a]ternating stress is taken as one-half the dif-
ference between the peaks. This does not necessarily correspond to the stress
in each mode since more than one mode may be contributing; however for the res-
onant stresses measured the response is primarily in a single mode.
The damping in each mode is determined by curve fitting a SDOFtransfer
function to the nonsynchronous portion of the strain gage power spectra in the
vicinity of each mode. The data are filtered at 5000 Hz. and digitized at
12 800 samples/sec. A Hanning window with compensation for lost energy is
applied to reduce truncation errors. The raw power spectra is computed from
the squared FFT of 8192 data samples. The power spectra is determined from
nominally 300 averaged raw power spectra. Estimates of the statistical prop-
erties of power spectrum estimates are given in reference 14. For the meas-
urements reported herein the normalized bias and random errors inherent in the
power spectral estimation are approximately .004 and .06 respectively. These
errors do not limit the determination of the rotor blade combined damping and
natural frequencies.
The SDOFtransfer function curve fitting procedure is developed as follows.
The frequency response function is defined as (refs. 13 and 14)
Y(f)
H(f) - X(f) (I)
where X(f) and Y(f) are the Fourier transforms of the input and output
respectively. Squaring this gives
IH(f)l 2 Gyy( ) (2)
= Gxx(f)
where Gxx(f) and Gyy(f) are the input and output power spectrumrespec-
tively. Assuming the Input spectrumis Gaussianor white noise the input power
spectrum is constant. Nriting the frequency rersponse function or transfer
function for a SDOFsystem with viscous damping gives
Gyy(f) = llk2 " (3)
Gxx (I - (f/fn)2) 2 + (2_ f/fn )2
which can be written as
k2 _ 12 - 4_21 k2 f2 k2 f4 l
2 + Gyy(f) (4)Gxx Gxxfn Gxxfn4 -
or
C3x2C1 + C2x + : y (5)
The undampednaturalfrequency,combineddampingratio and the constant,
k2/Gxx,are determinedfrom a least squarefit (ref. 15) of equation 5 to the
nonsynchronouspeak in the data for each mode of interest.
The aerodynamicdamping is determinedfrom combineddampingmeasurements
at three inlet total pressuresfor each operatingpoint. The measured com-
bined dampingconsistsof structural,mechanical,and aerodynamicdamping.
The aerodynamicdamping is the result of the unsteadyaerodynamicloadingon
the airfoiland can be normalizedwith the dynamicpressureof the flow.
NeglectingReynoldsnumber and heat transfereffects, the dynamic pressureat
any point in the compressordependsonly on the inlet total pressure for a
given equivalentspeed, equivalentmass flow and pressureratio.
Assuming the structuraland mechanicaldampingdoes not vary with inlet
pressureat a given operating point the dampingforce on the rotor blade can
be written
With the damping force proportional to the damping ratio we have
= _s + _a,std (6)
The aerodynamicdamping ratio at the standardday inlet pressure is the slope
of the combineddampingratio-inlettotal pressurerelation.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The overall aerodynamicperformanceof the three-stagetransonicaxial
compressorwith the inlet guide vanes and statorsat their design setting
angles is shown in figure 5. The overallperformancedata were acquiredat a
nominalcompressorinlet total pressureof one-halfatmosphere. The compressor
total pressureratio and adiabaticefficiencyare plottedagainst equivalent
mass flow for 50, 70, 80, 90, and design correctedspeed. The compressormass
flow exceeds the design flow at the design speed. The excess in flow rate is
comparableto that of a similar compressor,designated74A, reported in
referencelO.
The compressoroverall performancewith the inlet guide vanes and stators
reset for maximum efficiencyat each speed is presentedin figure 6. Again
the overall performancedata were acquiredwith the compressorinlet total
pressurenominallyone-half atmosphere. Table I lists the vane reset schedule
at each speed and figure 7 defines the vane reset direction. The flow exceeds
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its design value as it did prior to resettingthe vanes. No attemptwas made
to obtain the designflow while resettingthe vanes. The efficiencyat the
design speed increasednearly 6 points from that with the vanes at their
design positions. A low design efficiencyhad been selectedto benefit part
speed performanceand matching. The increasein efficiencyat the design
speed is consistentwith the performanceof compressor74A in referencelO.
' Campbell diagrams and stress level plots for the third stage rotor blade
row are presented in figures 8-10, The first bending and first torsion modes
• measuredon the same blade are shown in each diagram. The response in each
mode is identifiedwith the gage positionedto measure the maximum response in
that mode. The open symbolsare the measuredresponsefrequenciesof the
highest stressin each mode at each mechanicalspeed shown. The solidlines
are the blade naturalfrequenciespredictedby finite element analysis. Also
shown are the measured stress levels. For convenience,only stresses in the
indicatedmodes above 500 psi are shown. The three figures correspondto the
three third-stagerotor blades for which the aerodynamicdamping is presented.
The straingage numbersare noted on the figures. Data was not obtained and
is not shown in the first bendingmode below 11 710 rpm for gage 24 in
figure lO.
The data shown in the Campbell diagrams are acquired with the compressor
throttle in its full open position and the variable stators set at the design
positions. The data at the full open position are shown so the effects of
stall at low speeds does not complicate the data.
The predictedfrequencyresponsedescribesthe trends in the first bending
mode. The forced responsevibrationsare excitedby unsteadyflows at the
engine order frequencies. The measuredfrequenciesdo not trace out the mode
frequencyvariationwith speed since the excitationsdo not coincidewith the
naturalfrequencyat all operating speeds. The higheststressesoccur at
resonancewhere the engine order and naturalfrequenciescoincide. High
stressesare predictedat II 710 rpm in figures8 and 10 and at 14 060 rpm in
figure 10. At severalother operatingpoints the high stressesare not coin-
cident with the predictedfrequencyspeed relation.
The greatest stress in the first bending mode occurs at II 710 rpm at
7 per rev. The stress level shown is 6000 psi. The compressor has 32 second
stage rotor blades and 39 third stage rotor blades. The difference in the
number of these rotor blades causes an unsteady flow for the second stage sta-
tor row due to the wakes convected downstream from the second stage rotors and
the upstream potential influence of the third stage rotor blades. The third
stage rotor blades moving through the unsteady wake pattern from the second
stage stator row experience this 7 per rev excitation.
The data in the first torsionmode is not describedby the predictedfre-
quency curve. The torsionfrequencydecreaseswith compressorrpm for each of
the three blades shown. This decreasemay be due to increasedflexibilityof
the rotor wheelswith speed or a decrease in stiffnessof the blades due to
temperature. There are no significantstressesmeasured in torsionon the
third stage rotor blades
The averagedoutput power spectrafor the third-stagerotor blade
instrumentedwith gage number lg at the design equivalentspeed is shown in
figure ll(a). The data was acquiredwith the stator blades set to the maximum
efficiencyschedulewith the inlet pressureat one-halfatmosphereat the
throttleposition identifiedin figure 6. Figure ll(a) shows both englne
order responseand nonsynchronousresponses. The engineorder responsesare
periodicand are seen as spikes at all multiplesof the rotational speed. The
nonsynchronousresponseoutlinesthe first bending,first torsion,and second
bendingmodes of the rotor blade. Figure ll(b) highlightsthe first torsion
mode in figure If(a) and the SDOF transferfunctionfit to the data. The
curve fit was performedto the data near the nonsynchronouspeak between 3103
and 3165 Hz. The curve fit followsthe data beyond the frequencyrange to
which it was fit. The SDOF transferfunctiondescribesthe individualmodes
and establishesthe undampednaturalfrequencyand combined dampingratio.
The aerodynamicdamping ratio at the standardday inlet pressure is given
by equation(6) as the slope of the measureddampingratio variationwith
inlet total pressure. Figure 12 is the variationof the measured damping ratio
with inlet total pressure for the third stage rotor blade first bendingmode
at designequivalentspeed. The data was obtainedwith the variable vanes
reset to the maximumefficiencypositionsand the throttle80 percentopen.
The compressoroverallperformanceat this position is identifiedon figure 6.
The measureddampingratios follow the linearrelation. Also shown on fig-
ure 12 is a least squaresapproximationto equation (6)
= 0.00134+ 0.0120 Pin/Pstd
The aerodynamicdamping is the greatest portionof the measured dampingeven
at the lowestof the three inlet pressures.
The variationof the measureddamping in the first torsionmode for the
same operatingconditionsas figure 12 is shown in figure 13. Also shown is
the least squaresapproximationof equation (6) throughthe data.
: -0.000326+ 0.00994 PinlPstd
The least squaresfit throughall the data results in a small negative nonaero-
dynamicdamping. The structuraland mechanicaldamping in the first torsion
mode is anticipatedto be small (ref. 4). The differencebetweenthe negative
value determinedand the actual nonaerodynamicdamping is realisticallywithin
the accuracyof,the data.
Determinationof the aerodynamicdamping in a realistichigh speed envi-
ronmentallows assessingunsteadyaerodynamicsmodels. Predictionsof forced
responseduring the design phase of new generationturbomachineswill greatly
enhancethe designersability to deviate from past experience. Determination
of the aerodynamicdampingalso a11ows assessingforced responseof a proven
compressorin differentapplications. High Mach number applicationsare of
particularinterest. High inlet pressuresassociatedwith high flight speed
may encourageadditionalforced response problems. This is true also of a
compressoroperatingbehind a new high pressureratio fan. So ]ong as the
Reynoldsnumber change does not significantlyeffect the flows forcing the
vibrationsthe alternatingstress can be assessedknowingthe damping varia-
tion with inlet pressure.
lO
SUMMARYOFRESULTS
The aerodynamic damping is determined from rotor blade strain gage output
power spectra. A SDOFtransfer function is fit to the peak of the power spec-
tra in each mode. The transfer function describes the data and provides the
damping and natural frequency. By assuming the structural and mechanical damp-
ing do not vary with inlet pressure the aerodynamic damping is determined at
' constantequivalentspeed. Dampingmeasurementsat three inlet total pres-
sures providethe aerodynamicand the structuraland mechanicaldamping.
The aerodynamicdamping is determinedfor the third stage rotor blade at
the design equivalentspeed in the first bendingand first torsionmodes. The
aerodynamiccomponentis the greatest portionof the combineddampingat all
the inlet pressurestested in both bendingand torsion.
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TABLE i. - MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY IGV-STATOR
SETTING ANGLES
Percent Reset (degrees)
design
speed IGV Stator ] Stator 2 Stator 3
50 29 10 2 -8
70 21 lO 0 -8
80 18 lO 0 0
90 15 6 2 0
100 0 lO 6 10
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FIGURE9.- EXPERIMENTALCAMPBELLDIAGARAMWITHAL-
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BLADE INSTRUMENTEDWITH GAGES 19 AND 20. (ONLY
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FIGURE11. - ROTORTHREESTRAINGAGE 19 OUTPUTPOWER
SPECTRAAT DESIGNEQUIVALENTSPEEDWITH IGV-STATOR
SETTINGANGLESAT MAXIMUMEFFICIENCYPOSITIONSAND
1/2 ATM INLETTOTALPRESSURE.
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